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Data science, as you may have heard, is changing the world. In particular, new technologies to
gather, store and analyze data are driving gains in the efficiency and reliability of everything
from automobiles to jet engines to power plants. If these innovations help increase the
transparency and reliability of complex operations, can they also help adjust the risk and
reward calculations of those who provide financing? Will they drive better returns or open up
less expensive sources of loans, insurance or equity? What are the regulatory or legal obstacles
to these developments? How will the benefits be shared?
At its heart, finance is the balance of risk against potential return. People with money take the
measure of people who need money and decide whether the game is worth the candle. Lenders
and investors have developed new ways to crunch numbers and draw inferences based on
financial results since the first appearance of calculating machines. Spreadsheets have helped, too.
Today, new technologies allow complex physical operations to be monitored in real time and with
unprecedented precision. Most impressive, algorithms now use repetitive operational analysis of
past correlations to make more reliable predictions.

“IF A WIDE R ANGE OF PHYSICAL OPER ATIONS CAN BE MONITORED
AND ANALYZED IN REAL TIME, HOW CAN THIS ALSO IMPROVE THE
RETURNS ON LOANS, INSUR ANCE OR OTHER INVESTMENTS?”
The Internet of Things is often associated with consumer gimmicks like a toothbrush that tracks
dental hygiene and or a refrigerator that warns of soured milk. But this transformative technology,
sometimes dubbed the Fourth Industrial Revolution or Industry 4.0, is already deeply embedded
in large industrial operations and is being used to reduce costs, improve safety and extend asset
lives. Operational breakdowns can be foreseen; accidents can be avoided; maintenance can be
streamlined. What has yet to occur on a significant scale, however, is the sharing of these operational
benefits with those who provide the loans, the leases, the insurance or the equity investment.
Widespread adoption of many of these technologies may still be years away, but now is the time
for investors to explore just how a more sophisticated and systematic integration of “Internet
of Things” technology can optimize financial decisions. Simply put, if a wide range of physical
operations can be monitored and analyzed in real time, how can this also improve the returns on
loans, insurance or other investments? Will it open up new pools of capital that would otherwise be
more risk averse? Will it allow more reliable monitoring of environmental and social consequences
of investments?
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PREDICTING PROBLEMS, REDUCING RISK
Sensible investing requires properly calibrating the risk involved in the outlay of money to the size of the potential
return. Before a colorful cast of monks, mathematicians and philosophers began tackling then-renegade notions of
accounting and probability, human events were considered largely subject to the whims of fate or designs of some
Higher Power. Starting in the 17th century, however, fresh ideas like the Law of Averages and “regression to the mean”
laid the basis for the far more sophisticated forecasting that is now an integral part of investment decisions.1 Investing, of
course, has covered immense ground since then by incorporating more sophisticated mathematical models and more
powerful computational tools.
What has not changed, until now, is that the calculations and the probabilities have mainly measured risk and potential
return based on inputs from markets and historical financial statements. The 21st century has ushered in a combination
of technologies that permit granular and simultaneous monitoring of the physical world. The broad availability of
inexpensive sensors, mobile telecommunications and cloud storage have made the remote gathering, transmission and
storage of vast amounts of data about complex operations unremarkable and inexpensive. Data algorithms or “Machine
Learning” then turn these data streams about the past and present into increasingly powerful predictions.
What is truly revolutionary is the ability to do it all so fast and so cheap. This makes it possible to apply these tools in
exciting applications that transform the decision-making process. “The drop in the cost of prediction will impact the
value of other things,” write University of Toronto economists Ajay Agrawal, Joshua Gans and Avi Goldfarb, “increasing
the value of complements (data, judgment, and action) and diminishing the value of substitutes (human prediction).”2
These are dramatic tools that will not replace people making their best decisions based on the information at hand, but
rather expand this available information and, with it, markedly boost the odds of making better decisions.

HOW DATA ANALYSIS TRANSFORMS ENTIRE INDUSTRIES
AVIATION: General Electric monitors the operation of its jet engines globally and in real time, amassing millions of data
flows on performance through different routes and weather conditions in a single day.3 Jet engines today carry around
5,000 sensors that collect 10GB/s per engine on Boeing 777 and 787 planes.4 These sensors are attached from the
aerodynamic pressure lines to the electric cabling and monitor operations in granular detail.5 The data is fed into what
is called a “digital twin,” which models the physical engine and simulates wear and tear before predicting maintenance
needs and potential failures.6 When sensors signal impending problems, an airline can arrange to have the right part in
the right city at the right time, ready for replacement. This can cut unscheduled disruptions by as much as 25 percent,
eliminating unexpected downtime and reducing fuel consumption 10–15%.7

ENERGY: Royal Dutch Shell deployed similar technology in Nigeria to monitor pipeline pressure, temperature and
flow, reporting that it nearly doubled its return on investment through reductions in downtime.8 Russian oil giant Lukoil
operates essentially autonomous refineries in the Timan-Pechora basin astride the Arctic Circle with the help of a vast
network of remote sensors. Some 700 instruments detect, diagnose and measure onshore, offshore and underwater
pipeline systems for proper pressure, potential leaks and other safety issues.9
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“THE 21ST CENTURY HAS USHERED IN
A COMBINATION OF TECHNOLOGIES
THAT PER MIT GR ANULAR AND
SIMULTANEOUS MONITORING OF
THE PHYSICAL WORLD.”
MINING: Caterpillar embeds connected sensors in
everything from its forklifts to its engines so mining
customers can optimize their routing, undertake more
tasks remotely and extend operations through the
night. The result reduces fuel consumption, improves
safety and saves money. Overall, Caterpillar claims its
autonomous vehicles have helped increase productivity
at mining sites by 20% on average over manually driven
alternatives.10 ABB Mining, part of the Swiss engineering
firm, claims it has helped deliver production increases as
much as 60% in some operations.11

AGRICULTURE: Tagged cows and pigs help farmers
monitor the location and health of their herds. JMB
North America, a mid-size agricultural technology firm
based in upstate New York, offers systems that deliver
updates on vital statistics and stray animals directly
to farmers’ mobile devices, reducing labor costs and
vet visits.12 Similar sensors can monitor soil moisture
and nutrient levels, which helps farmers choose the
best time to plant, water, and harvest crops. CropX,
an Australian software service company claims its
technology can deliver up to 10% in water-cost savings
through its network of wireless sensors.13

MANUFACTURING: The Daimler truck manufacturing
facility in Portland, Oregon, outfitted its production
lines with Cisco-designed network sensors to better
monitor production, predict malfunctions and reduce
maintenance time.14 Toolmaker Stanley Black & Decker,
which operates one of the largest manufacturing plants
in Reynosa, Mexico, found that sensors on the production
line, handheld barcode readers and autonomous forklifts
helped increase production levels by 24%.15
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POWER: BC Hydro, a Canadian electric distributor, invested nearly $900 million in
“smart” meters that increased readings from six times a year to twice daily, improving
efficiency and grid stability while allowing the firm to identify theft and reduce losses.16
The installation allowed the company to collect data and monitor the water used for
powering its generators remotely, reducing staffing needs and boosting efficiency.17
Meanwhile, Duke Energy invested $25 billion in a “self-healing” network that detects
outages, directs technicians to areas in need of repair and automatically transmits power
from elsewhere in its grid. The system also provides a continuous electrical network
assessment to anticipate and avoid potential outages.18
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BETTER PREDICTIONS, BETTER INVESTMENTS
Of course, there are still obstacles to the broad adoption of these technologies. Many require fundamental adjustments
to existing business models, while others are delayed by uncertainty around data protection rules. Still, the benefits from
these technologies are already astonishing and the potential remains even more tantalizing. The possibilities are already
breathtaking—from education and healthcare to public safety and personal convenience. Teachers can better track
student progress and concentrate attention on improving their weaknesses.19 Doctors can improve disease diagnoses,
monitor treatments and even track individual pills that patients ingest. 20 City officials can monitor and manage traffic
flow, while emergency responders can reduce response times. 21 And, yes, refrigerators can identify spoiled food and
order fresh stocks. 22

“IF NEW TECHNOLOGIES HELP IMPROVE TR ANSPARENCY, CUT COSTS
AND PREDICT THE PROBLEMS OF LARGE AND COMPLEX PHYSICAL
OPER ATIONS, THEN THERE SHOULD BE A MEASUR ABLE SHIFT IN THE
ASSESSMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK AND RETURN AS WELL.”
For the financial world, the transformation remains in its early stages, but the basic proposition is simple. If new
technologies help improve transparency, cut costs and predict the problems of large and complex physical operations,
then there should be a measurable shift in the assessment of financial risk and return as well. If you can track the status
and condition of collateral, then it becomes easier to expect lower losses on a loan or a lease contract. If you can follow
the physical shipments of goods through their global supply chains, then you can release payments more quickly and
tie up less working capital. If you can monitor the operation and maintenance of a distant factory or power plant, then
you should be able to hold less in reserves and improve your cash flow. These benefits may only appear slowly and in
pockets, while those who provide finance in different forms learn in time to trust predictive data flows and incorporate
them into their actual decisions. In many cases, the gains from this new transparency may also be rapidly dispersed
among competitors willing to share the benefits, for example, through better terms with borrowers. Still, the early signs
of these trends are clear and likely to grow.

CONSIDER THESE EXAMPLES:
TRADE FINANCE: Electronic bills of lading and e-documents can speed processes significantly over traditional paper
documents. For example, sensors that record real-time data on shipments can expedite payment processing, eliminating
the need for manual verification and the resulting paper documentation. Meanwhile, Global Positioning System (GPS)
data can notify a bank once a shipment arrives at a port, while sensors provide information on the real-time condition
of delivered goods. 23 Skuchain, a Palo Alto startup, created a platform that tracks the condition of goods being shipped,
supporting financing transactions by the likes of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia and Wells Fargo. 24 Many banks,
including Standard Chartered, have also explored technology that will monitor the temperature of shipments containing
items such as pharmaceuticals, triggering alerts and freezing payments if there is a chance of spoilage. 25 Banco
Santander’s venture capital arm has invested in technology that can, in some cases, shave up to 30 days off the release
of funds between parties. 26
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CONSUMER CREDIT: All of the new ways of tracking consumer behavior, of
course, open up new possibilities in pricing consumer credit. While issues around
data security and personal privacy grow more complex, the technology provides
lenders with a powerful advantage. Quite simply, greater transparency means lower
costs to consumers and increased returns to the bank. Physical performance and
behavioral data generated from biometric sensors for individuals could provide
new opportunities for credit underwriting, especially for customers without credit
history. 27 Bank of America and Barclays have launched programs integrating
customer wearables such as an Apple Watch and FitPay that customize interest rates
based on the data collected. 28

“QUITE SIMPLY,
GREATER
TR ANSPARENCY
MEANS LOWER
COSTS TO
CONSUMERS
AND INCREASED
RETURNS TO
THE BANK.”

COMMERCIAL LOANS: Banks lend against collateral, but their risks increase from
costs and delays in monitoring its location and condition. New technology offers a
solution. Commerzbank, for example, offers a pay-per-use loan for capital equipment,
tracking usage and adjusting repayment terms. 29 With flexible repayment rates,
manufacturers can operate with lower levels of liquidity, allowing for a lower breakeven point.30 German machine tool manufacturer EMAG GmbH & Co. reports its
savings on financing allowed it to invest in a new generation of machines.31

INSURANCE: The transformation of the insurance industry is already well underway,
as new technology is increasingly incorporated into the underwriting process—from
smart phones, to remote sensors to drones—to price risk.32 Car insurance policies
offer discounts to drivers who allow their smart phones to monitor and report driving
habits.33 Home insurance companies are discounting policies for clients who install
residential monitoring systems. Beyond checking for temperature and water leaks,
for example, security cameras can provide data used when filing burglary claims.34
Health insurers are offering breaks to customers who wear monitors that record
vital signs and exercise patterns.35 In a particularly interesting application, Hartford
Steam Boiler, an insurance company specializing in machinery and service providers
(dry cleaners, power generators and refineries) has deployed around 50,000 sensors
across 325 client locations to monitor equipment. The firm reported that keeping
closer tabs on the insured equipment allows for a more accurate prediction of losses,
lower premiums for clients and higher profits for itself.36

LEASING: Devices installed on leased vehicles, for example, can track location,
speed, acceleration, braking, idling, and engine status. With remote access to the
odometer and diagnostic trouble codes, leasing companies can improve fleet
maintenance while better managing customer relationships.37 Some companies have
also turned to so-called “geofencing” technologies that monitor the location of assets
and deliver a notice when it leaves a defined area.38 Logistimatics, a North Carolinabased tech firm, reports that its tracking technology improves payment flows for car
dealers who can easily reclaim cars if the account is delinquent.39
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TRACKING ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL & GOVERNANCE (ESG) FACTORS
But wait, there’s more. With concerns mounting around the environmental, social and governance dimensions of
investment and finance, the ability to monitor physical conditions or operations at a distance brings additional benefits.
Investors that had relied almost entirely on financial reports to assess the status of their projected returns can tap into
new data feeds to monitor—and predict—results along some of these other dimensions. The ability to monitor energy
savings reliably and immediately, as well as trends in carbon emissions when gauging the environmental risks around
an investment, will be especially powerful. More automation and remote operation can dramatically improve worker
safety, too. For investors whose mandates include economic development, there are some early business models that
employ this technology in developing countries, reducing risk and tapping into new sources of finance.

ENVIRONMENTAL EMISSIONS: Remote maintenance and environmental scanning can provide
increased control over logistics through timely weather predictions and better planning for services
outages. For example, AT&T calculates that use of these technologies within its commercial and
residential businesses can help reduce its carbon emission footprint by almost 20% compared to 2011.40
Cities and developers are rapidly deploying the technology to improve the efficiency of their heating
and lighting.41 Linz, Austria installed sensors throughout its train system, reducing energy costs by 10%
and carbon dioxide output by 85 tons within nine months.42 In their own way, mobile navigation apps
like Waze help drivers avoid bottlenecks and reduce congestion and emissions.43

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE: Leveraging technology to monitor remote activities opens up a range of
new benefits to lend or invest in poor and remote areas, including extending access to electricity.44 A
U.K.-based startup distributes solar kits in 10 African countries and monitors their use with remote sensors,
cutting off service to clients who do not pay through mobile billing platforms. With default rates down
from 11 to 2%, the payment streams have been securitized and sold to investors. This not only boosts
the firm’s returns but allows it to scale up its business much faster.45 Another creative startup offers loans
to buy low-emission cook-stoves fitted with sensors that track usage and offers the borrower payments
based on carbon credits generated from the clean technology.46 With the sensor data, financiers can
directly verify whether or not the cook-stove is being used, allowing for greater transparency and
accountability in the financing process.47

WORKER SAFETY: Robotics, automation and remote sensors are helping make important strides to
reduce industrial accidents. Oil companies such as BP have started fitting their employees working on
drilling platforms with wearable devices that track their activity, location, and exposure to chemicals. By
limiting their contact with harsh conditions and ensuring proper rest, sick time fell 40%.48 The U.K. Division
of Vinci Construction also installed wireless sensors to track real-time data on workers’ movements,
matching capabilities to tasks and reducing injuries.49
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RISKS, CHALLENGES AND QUESTIONS
The benefits from these technologies are not unalloyed; the path to progress is never
smooth. There are many obstacles that will slow and complicate the adoption of these
technologies and how they improve operations. There will be even more obstacles that
delay their adoption and dilute any potential benefits for the financial world. If data is the
key to capturing these benefits, there remain great uncertainties around the data itself.

“THE BENEFITS FROM THESE TECHNOLOGIES ARE NOT
UNALLOYED; THE PATH TO PROGRESS IS NEVER SMOOTH.”
IF THE VALUE IS IN THE DATA, THEN WHO OWNS THE DATA? For the most part,
there is no standard practice on whether the data generated by a particular industrial
operation belongs to the owner of the facility, the manufacturer of the equipment or the
designer of the software algorithms. Agreements tend to be struck among the suppliers
and operators of the equipment on a case-by-case basis. This makes it even more
uncertain who will have the right to share this data with the investor or lender, which will
dilute the data’s usefulness to affect the pricing of the financing.

HOW WILL THE DATA BE SECURED? Most industrial data does not have implications
for personal privacy, but the lines are easily blurred when a power plant starts tracking
household use or a jet engine is linked to a flight’s passenger manifest.50 The European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has set the most sweeping standards
on protecting personal privacy and forced other jurisdictions to adopt similar protections
for the data of European citizens around the world. So far, U.S. federal laws remain a
patchwork of disparate legislation, although the Trump administration and Congress are
developing proposals, and California has separately set new standards.51 In a political
environment that is increasingly focused on the vulnerability of personal data, the
protection and management of industrial data will inevitably turn emotional very quickly,
and ill-considered rules could quickly undermine the promise of the industrial internet.52

HOW EASILY WILL DATA FLOW ACROSS BORDERS? For the data to generate useful
predictions, it must move quickly and easily so that as many operations as possible can
be monitored in real time and compared instantly. The recent United States-MexicoCanada Agreement (USMCA), includes important updates to the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with language around privacy and trans-border data flows.
The deal generally prohibits the restriction on the cross-border transfer of personal data
but allows restrictions to be imposed where necessary, as long as it is applied in a fair
manner.53 The signatories also recognize the APEC Cross-border Privacy Rule system,
which attempts to strike a balance between data freedom and personal privacy.54 As
technologies evolve, however, trade rules will need to change with them.
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HOW WILL DATA STANDARDS BE ALIGNED? Making the most of industrial data will
require establishment of common standards, so they are comparable and inter-operable
across platforms of different manufacturers. Beyond that, agreed rules for commercial
data transmission and storage remain crucial both to protect the goods and services
that already depend on sophisticated data analysis and to support the next generation of
productivity gains and business opportunities.55

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES FOR FINANCIAL REGULATION? Even after the
industrial data is free-flowing and standardized, there will need to be close supervision
of how financial firms rely on it. Regulators will want to understand just how—and
whether—these data streams reduce risk and how financial firms are incorporating them
into lending or investment decisions.

WHAT ABOUT JOBS? In the background of these difficult technical and regulatory
decisions looms a much larger debate over machines taking jobs from people. For
the most part, this is not much different from any technological advance that simply
provides new tools to replace dreary and repetitive work and free people for more
creative pursuits. Nevertheless, governments and societies will have to scramble to
find new ways to support job creation at a speed that compensates for losses from
automation and technology.56
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AND WHO WILL WIN?
For the Industrial Internet itself, the most likely winners may be the data science specialists—the
technological equivalent of the makers of picks and shovels that built the early U.S. railways and
ultimately fared better than the train operators themselves.
Industrial manufacturers may, over time, deliver more efficient and safer operations to their
operators with these new data-gathering and analysis techniques. But these advantages may soon
become standard features that all competitors will be expected to provide. The operators may
lay claim to “ownership,” or at least control of the data, but that in itself will be of little use without
increasingly sophisticated ways to gather and analyze the flows. The durable advantages, therefore,
may accrue to those who can offer the best analytics across a range of equipment or operations.
The real value for operators will come not necessarily from a better understanding of any single
piece of equipment or component of infrastructure, but from analytics that can monitor the
interaction of equipment from different manufacturers and different vintages. This will likely come
from more sophisticated data analysis, perhaps drawn from cooperative pools of operational data
that is shared by competitors.
On the financing side, the benefits are already building where large numbers of transactions or
operations can be monitored, tracked and compared. This is why we now see how technology is
changing the economics of trade finance, car insurance and equipment leasing. These profits will
likely grow as those who provide the finance become more versed in the predictive algorithms and
risks. Insurers will be reducing risk with greater actuarial certainty. Banks will be able to limit losses
with more reliable verification of collateral quality and maintenance. If they can protect pricing
power, they will capture the profit. If they pass savings to customers, they may grow market share.
Eventually, the same approach will spread to large and complex infrastructure projects. Investment
structures will hold lower reserves as the condition and asset life of distant power plants or road
projects become easier to monitor. Like so many structural changes in technology, these will
evolve slowly at first and then very rapidly. Eventually, the first adopters may lose their edge; the late
adopters may be left behind altogether.
Over time, of course, many of these advantages will disappear amid more intense competition. At
these early stages, however, the investor or lender who understands and embraces the advantages
of the technology will likely benefit. If financial decisions are all about discounting future cash
flows, the data algorithms now spreading across the global economy will allow savvy investors and
lenders to both lower their discount rates and raise their expected returns.
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